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The guiding principle is the same: societies, like lives, contain their own
interpretations. One only has to learn how to gain access to them.

—Clifford Geertz, ‘‘Deep Play: Notes on a Balinese Cockfight’’

Everybody is hyper self-aware. We live in a post-everything universe.
—Josh Schwartz, executive producer of The O.C.

Introduction

Industrial Reflexivity and Common Sense

This book explores the cultural practices and belief systems of film/video

production workers in Los Angeles—not just those of the prestige producers

and directors but also those of the many more anonymous workers, such as

ga√ers and grips, in Hollywood’s lower castes and crafts. Fieldwork for a

study of this sort is complicated by the fact that film and television today

reflect obsessively back upon themselves and invest considerable energy in

over-producing and distributing this industrial self-analysis to the public.

Once considered secondary or backstory phenomena, industry self-analysis

and self-representation now serve as primary on-screen entertainment

forms across a vast multimedia landscape. Stylish on-screen metacommen-

taries now pervade the worlds of both viewer and producer.∞ The fact that

the new industrial narcissus places so much of this self-consciousness on the

screen, outside, and in public makes traditional scholarly questions about a

‘‘behind-the-scenes’’ or ‘‘authentic’’ industry ‘‘inside’’ seem rather beside the

point.

Critics and theorists have traditionally hyped reflexivity and deconstruc-

tion of this sort as indications of vanguard cinematic agitation or critical

audience resistance. Management experts, however, would probably deem
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2 such practices as merely sound corporate promotional and marketing strat-

egies.≤ Although in this book I examine both style and marketing dimen-

sions, I also argue that industrial reflexivity needs to be understood as forms

of local cultural negotiation and expression as well, for the lived production

communities that create films, programs, ‘‘making-ofs,’’ behind-the-scenes

docs, dvd bonus tracks, show-biz reports, and cross-media film/tv fran-

chises. I recognize that film and television are far more than either industries

or groups of media corporations that simply manufacture entertainment or

compete as part of a national economy or international cultural market-

place. While film and television are influenced by macroscopic economic

processes, they also very much function on a microsocial level as local

cultures and social communities in their own right. Film and television, in

other words, do not simply produce mass or popular culture (a much-

studied perspective for over seven decades), but rather film/tv production

communities themselves are cultural expressions and entities involving all

of the symbolic processes and collective practices that other cultures use: to

gain and reinforce identity, to forge consensus and order, to perpetuate

themselves and their interests, and to interpret the media as audience mem-

bers. In the end, I hope that the reader of this book will agree that the

picture of the worlds of workers that I o√er in these chapters proves to be as

critically provocative and culturally significant as the on-screen content of

prime-time programs and widescreen films that critics and theorists tradi-

tionally analyze.

Far from involving rote or merely intuitive work, many film/television

workers (including those in the manual crafts) critically analyze and theo-

rize their tasks in provocative and complex ways. Knowledge about the

industry, whether approached through industrial documentation or per-

sonal interviews, is usually highly coded, managed, and inflected. For this

reason, I have tried to avoid two familiar scholarly traps: attempting to

‘‘directly’’ analyze the social group and limiting my analysis to on-screen

forms produced by the social group.≥ Instead, I have paid particular atten-

tion to any available evidence of the social group’s own entrenched interpre-

tive frameworks and self-analysis. Throughout the chapters that follow, I

also insist that this ‘‘culture as an interpretive system’’ approach always be

seen as fully embedded in the play of power and politics.∂ Because insider

knowledge is always managed; because spin and narrative define and couch

any industrial disclosure; and because researcher-practitioner contacts are
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3always marked by symbiotic tensions over authenticity and advantage, me-

dia studies must avoid limiting research to a clean menu of disconnected

methods: textual analysis, reporting, interviewing, economic analysis, or

ethnography. In this book I argue that the complicated layers of public

relations management at work in every layer of the production cultures of

Los Angeles mean that researchers would benefit by questioning the value of

overt or intentional explanations (especially unsolicited ones). Strangely,

the industry itself is cynical about the veracity of its own educational dis-

closures, sometimes likening them to the overly earnest and therefore highly

suspect sort of ‘‘help’’ o√ered by used car salesmen.∑

My decade-long research for this book leaves me with at least one nag-

ging hunch, a kind of ‘‘inverse credibility law’’: the higher one travels up the

industrial food chain for insights, the more suspect and spin-driven the

personal disclosures tend to become.∏ The producers and executives I inter-

viewed who’ve learned to converse ‘‘spontaneously’’ in tightly crafted pre-

fab sound bites prove this point dramatically. By habit, many speak from

corporate ‘‘scripts.’’ For this reason, shifting emphasis to the industry’s

‘‘deep’’ texts, rituals, and spaces sometimes o√ers a very di√erent picture of

film/television, since such things are seldom o√ered as o≈cial public expla-

nations—big statements, that is—about ‘‘what production means.’’ One of

my aims here is to find and suggest concrete ways by which media studies

might reconsider its methods in the face of an industry that is increasingly

preoccupied with workaday forms of critical and cultural analysis that are

at some points privately exchanged and at other times publicly drama-

tized. This regularized ‘‘outing’’ of embedded production knowledge occurs

within two broad cultural registers: first, in private or bounded disclosures

to production personnel themselves (of the sort I examine in the next few

pages and in chapters 1–5); and second, in public disclosures to the viewing

audience (via the reflexive, on-screen genres I examine in chapters 6 and 7).

Each register brings distinctive challenges to media scholars. The four sec-

tions that follow introduce key perspectives of the book as a whole: first, a

discussion of methods and precedents; second, an examination of trade and

worker talk; third, a consideration of deep texts and artifacts; and fourth, a

discussion of the scope, limits, and implications of the book.
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By fall 2006 NBC makes
media’s critique of itself
unremarkable. Here,
Studio 60 brings prime-time
reflexivity nationwide, even
to this tagged industrial
railyard adjacent to the
refineries in Wilmington,
California. Photo
© J. Caldwell, 2006.

AN INTEGRATED CULTURAL-INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS

Throughout this book, I utilize an integrated cultural-industrial method of

analysis. My approach is synthetic, and I examine data from four registers or

modes of analysis: textual analysis of trade and worker artifacts; interviews

with film/television workers; ethnographic field observation of production

spaces and professional gatherings; and economic/industrial analysis.π I

have attempted whenever possible to keep these individual research modes

‘‘in check’’ by placing the discourses and results of any one register (textual,

ethnographic, interviews, and political economy) in critical tension or di-

alogue with the others. This method of cross-checking proves useful when

interrogating production practices where, for example, the rhetoric of stu-

dio press kits does not jive with explanations provided by production crafts-

people; or when demo tapes used to market equipment conveniently elide

or gloss labor issues raised through more macroscopic industrial analysis or

spin; or when sunny disclosures in interviews with producers are contra-

dicted by cost-saving new technologies that displace and stress production

workers. The integrated methodology used here, although perhaps larger
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very much fits within a critical film and media studies tradition. In some

ways, my approach also responds to the anthropologist George Marcus’s

proposal for ‘‘situated, multi-locale’’ field studies that integrate micro-

sociological cultural analysis with macrosociological political economic

frameworks.∫ In other ways, this book follows Paul Willis’s call to find and

articulate examples of critical theory embedded within the everyday of

workers’ experience—that is, through the pursuit of a kind of indigenous

cultural theory that operates outside of academia.Ω I have been particularly

drawn to this idea of ‘‘theorizing from the ground up’’ as an alternative to

conventional approaches.

My project is also less about finding an ‘‘authentic’’ reality ‘‘behind the

scenes’’—an empirical notion that tends to be naive about the ways that

media industry realities are always constructed—than it is about studying

the industry’s own self-representation, self-critique, and self-reflection.∞≠

This approach is less informed by traditional anthropology and its function-

alist explanations than it is by the ‘‘interpretive’’ anthropology of Cli√ord

Geertz. Both methodologies depend upon fieldwork, but Geertz builds his

model on hermeneutics rather than on an explanation of direct social func-

tion. As Geertz states: ‘‘The culture of a people is an ensemble of texts,

themselves ensembles, which the anthropologist strains to read over the
shoulders of those to whom they properly belong.’’∞∞ Following the philoso-

pher Paul Ricouer, Geertz argues that the ethnographic problem is not

about ‘‘social mechanics’’ but about ‘‘social semantics,’’ which for him

means systematically treating ‘‘cultural forms . . . (as) texts, as imaginative

works built out of social materials.’’∞≤ Like Geertz, my project aims to ‘‘look

over the shoulder’’ of film and television workers in terms of the ‘‘interpre-

tive’’ nature of their practices. But beyond this I also hope to suggest how

these industrial ‘‘critical’’ or ‘‘theorizing’’ artifacts, rituals, and mediated

forms of reflexivity express an emerging but unstable economic and social

order in Hollywood.

Although critics seldom acknowledge film/video workers as theorists or

ethnographers, these workers do in fact produce ‘‘self-ethnographic’’ ac-

counts and daily deploy what I define as critical industrial practices.∞≥ As for

definitions, this three-part concept signifies trade methods and conventions

involving interpretive schemes (the ‘‘critical’’ dimension) that are deployed

within specific institutional contexts and relationships (the ‘‘industrial’’
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Production workers continuously reflect on the production task and its technologies. Here, software
designers discuss the digital replication process. Los Angeles, June 2001. Photo © J. Caldwell.

environment) when such activities are manifest during technical production

tasks or professional interactions (labor and ‘‘practice’’). Approached this

way, for example, critical industrial practices include the general framing

paradigms that writers and producers use to conceptualize and develop

screen content for film and television (industrial aesthetic theory). The

rubric also references incremental forms of analysis that directors and editors

stage and deploy over time during the production or postproduction process

(critical analysis as production management). Critical industrial practice

also informs and governs production work worlds such as those of camera

crews. As part of craft habit such crews rigidly segregate and atomize worker

tasks, even as they network worker communication, in more holistic ways.

Camera-crew work assignments still follow a Taylorist industrial logic,

where each worker is assigned a discrete physical subtask or routine (to pull

focus, to load mags, to clean the gate, to operate, to move, to measure, to

scrim or flag). Yet camera-crew interactions and trade communications also

function at a higher level as Geertzian cultural expressions that work to make

sense of the overall image-making enterprise. Together, directors of pho-

tography (dps), operators, assistants, ga√ers, and grips in e√ect comprise
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(actors) follow trade conventions to collectively move the production along,

using networks that ‘‘distribute cognition’’ across the group as part of indus-

trial habit.∞∑

These interactive forms of cognition during a shoot suggest that scholars

should look beyond the standard split between film ‘‘theory’’ and film

‘‘work,’’ and consider how film industrial practices, technologies, dis-

courses, and interactions also involve critical analysis, theoretical elabora-

tion, and aesthetic sense making. My research in this book can be described

as a cultural studies of both industrial film/video theorizing (a cognitive and

social activity) and production (a cultural practice). Such study asks how

collective theorizing (conventionalized sense making) is animated in practi-

tioner tools, trade artifacts, and social behaviors in film/television’s indus-

trial culture. In various chapters I also will return to another recurring

theme by suggesting how self-ethnographic discourses and cultural theoriz-

ing can be understood alongside broader developments and threats—in-

cluding digital technologies, runaway production, and globalization—now

faced by the film/video production community in the United States. To

more fully understand ‘‘film’s production of culture’’ today means looking

more closely at ‘‘the culture of film/video production,’’ especially as its

conventions and craft habits are threatened.

Here I should note some provisos and definitions concerning scope,

media specificity, and method. First, although I pose some generalized

conclusions about film/video production in the chapters that follow, such

references should not be taken to stand for ‘‘the industry’’ in a totalizing or

unified sense. Such a monolith does not exist, even though the term indus-

try is deployed monolithically in popular and trade presses as a rhetorical

convention. Hence, in this book I use ‘‘production culture’’ in a plural and

generic sense (as a collective of discrete constituent cultures and subcultural

parts). While ‘‘the industry’’ label may be significant ideologically and rhe-

torically, the term covers over a great cultural heterogeneity and diversity of

economic and trade interests. The fact that in Southern California alone

there are now approximately 250,000 workers directly employed by the film

and television industries means that cultural heterogeneity and institutional

specificity must ground the analysis of any one area.∞∏ For this reason, in the

chapters that follow I typically examine very discrete sectors of the produc-

tion community (camera support technologies and their users, trade show
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Camera crews, like this one directed by the DP Lazlo Kovacs, ASC, ‘‘distribute cognition’’ across
segregated craft subspecialties and interactively function as ‘‘actor-networks.’’
Photo © 2004, J. Caldwell.

rituals, etc.). I have tried to foreground a range of specificities (labor sector,

technologies, program genres, etc.), types of data considered (trade publica-

tions, interviews, observation, etc.), and various institutional limits (geo-

graphical, economic, and market scope) when explaining various industrial

practices. My research, for example, has been limited to and localized in and

around the Los Angeles area. It has involved a combination of fieldwork,

interviews, textual analysis, and historical and archival research carried out

between 1995 and 2005. It has primarily but not exclusively dealt with

below-the-line and trade practices rather than management.∞π And it has

focused on rather traditional forms of film and video production rather

than online, dot-com, cyber practices or computer programming. Even the

many discussions of ‘‘digital media’’ in the various chapters that follow

should be understood within the context of motion picture and television

production in Southern California rather than as an index of Silicon Valley

or the dot-com/high-tech sector in New York.∞∫ The latter arenas provide

very di√erent contexts and social formations for analysis, with fully devel-

oped research traditions and critical literatures of their own.

Second, the production sector in Los Angeles area (and as I frame it
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This overlap is especially true among workers in below-the-line crafts.∞Ω The

notion of a common labor pool also describes workers in some program-

ming genres and technical categories more than others.≤≠ The careers of

most screenwriters and producers, for example, tend to be more closely

restricted to either film or television, not both (although this is changing).

Yet the writers’ union (wga) and producers’ guild (pga) o≈cially represent

personnel from both film and television.≤∞ Therefore, to talk about indus-

trial cultural theorizing for below-the-line cinematographers, editors, and

ga√ers means examining both film and television.≤≤ This cross-media work-

ing relationship, furthermore, now reflects higher-order interactions in-

volved in the corporate sphere as well, given the multimedia ‘‘repurposing’’

practices of the new, multinational media conglomerates (Time-Warner/

aol /Turner/hbo, Viacom/cbs /mtv /Paramount, etc.). Given the exten-

sive changes in both the production and viewing of contemporary film and

television, it is very di≈cult to talk about film studies today without also

considering cinema within the diverse contexts of electronic media. While

film producers still mouth the old cliché that ‘‘it’s all about putting butts

in the seats’’ (of theaters), less than 15 percent of feature revenues now

comes from theatrical box o≈ce income. Beyond Hollywood’s persistent

cultural rhetoric, the electronically mediated home now functions as the

most economically strategic site for both television reception and film

consumption.≤≥

Studying worker beliefs and industry reflexivity within these two qualify-

ing contexts brings distinctive challenges. The specter of industry’s edu-

cational disclosure as hard-sell manipulation, which percolates in studies

throughout this book, evokes the sadly familiar rhetoric of mutual con-

tempt that marks an apparent gulf between film/television, on the one

hand, and intelligence/objectivity, on the other. The screenwriter William

Goldman’s classic taunt that ‘‘nobody knows anything’’ in Hollywood as-

serts that intellectual incompetence rather than critical acumen defines the

industry, even as it adds self-loathing to the industrial mix.≤∂ Yet industry

missives dismissing intellectuals have their own history as well. Variety
mocked the anthropologist Hortense Powdermaker’s comprehensive 1950

ethnography Hollywood: The Dream Factory as the naive musings of an

outsider: ‘‘A dull and tedious tome. . . . Downright silly. . . . Most of it could

have been put together by any Hollywood correspondent in two weeks.’’≤∑
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that she was an outsider asking her own questions rather than Hollywood’s.

The skewerings of Goldman and Variety are part of a history of rifts, write

o√s, and denigrations whenever anyone tries to ‘‘seriously’’ study Holly-

wood or when industry producers or ‘‘players’’ pose publicly as prescient

theorists. Part of this rift is based on anxieties about who knows what in

Hollywood, and what (if anything) can be known about the place. Another

part results from an overdetermined cultural ‘‘mystique’’ that continues to

invoke the industry’s decades-old quasi-medieval authority about how the

industry works, what it means, and what ‘‘really’’ goes on ‘‘behind the

scenes.’’≤∏ The trades regularly question the motives and legitimacy of any-

one analyzing film/television. Oddly, even academic books that are overtly

‘‘deferent’’ to industry creators are criticized by the trades as ‘‘naive’’ rework-

ings of ‘‘network press releases’’ transcribed by scholars who apparently don’t

know that ‘‘most producers are also salesmen . . . creating their own mythol-

ogy . . . with joy.’’≤π

Dismissals of this ilk, however, function as cultural posturing as much as

disinterested analysis, especially within the broader context of workaday

gossip and ‘‘dissing.’’ In this cynical milieu, everyone in Hollywood is on the

make, every account is spin or back stabbing, and every contact is exploita-

tion in the making. Even ‘‘insider’’ analysts are ripped if they betray ‘‘out-

sider’’ motives. Nicholas Kent flays the veteran trade writer Paul Rosenfield

for ‘‘hyperventilating’’ while interviewing (‘‘worshipping’’) Dawn Steel in

her o≈ce.≤∫ Some academics can indeed pass muster if they demonstrate

secret-society membership.≤Ω Yet other serious film/television theory schol-

arship gets ripped mercilessly. As one executive producer intoned: ‘‘That’s

just elitist psychobabble. It sounds like it was written by a professor of

malapropism. That has no bearing on the real world . . . of what film is

really supposed to be about.’’≥≠ Before leveling this damning broadside

against academics, the journalist citing it had first carefully established his

own legitimate personal credentials—that is, as a ‘‘real’’ screenwriter and

producer. Trade reviews frequently challenge both production research and

journalistic analysis over issues of authorial identity and legitimacy vis-à-vis

the industry.≥∞ Legitimizing one’s industrial identity can be accomplished

via first-person self-disclosure or third-person ‘‘outing.’’≥≤ Significantly, self-

disclosures also serve as the very way that industry wannabes and up-and-

comers learn to work cocktail parties and receptions or hustle agents or
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disclose past media experience to demonstrate legitimacy, the industrial

informant will calculate the value that an academic interrogator may have

for the informant’s own career or professional fortunes. Such informants

are, after all, well versed in evaluating and scanning nametags while ‘‘work-

ing a room’’ or a market in order to quickly move and gauge the career

mobility potential of any new acquaintance. The ‘‘any news is good news’’

approach to pr does not fully explain informant requests to go ‘‘o√ record’’

or threats made to deny disclosures after interviews. Yet industrial infor-

mants know that scholars now ply their wares on an extensive, multimedi-

ated public sphere, one that includes many of the same publishing and

public forums frequented by their own studio or company marketing de-

partment. The extensive array of critically demanding industrial activities

that I have researched for this book, however, puts industry’s habitual pos-

ture of intellectual contempt into some doubt.

Placed within these parameters, readers will discover that this book di-

alogues with and draws from several interrelated disciplines, including so-

ciological cultural studies,≥∂ the sociology of work,≥∑ interpretive anthropol-

ogy and performance studies,≥∏ institutional theories of art,≥π political

economy,≥∫ and new technology research.≥Ω Although my research involved

a series of ethnographic observations done over a ten-year period, I do not

consider this book necessarily anthropological (in part because of the cross-

sector, cross-industry scope of my project). Somewhat out of frustration

from the start, one of my goals was simply to consider whether better terms

and categories might be formulated to describe and explain new and emerg-

ing production practices that have not been adequately theorized (or in

some cases recognized). I do hope that by attempting to describe new

developments with more precise terminology this book may at least have

some pre-anthropological and pre-social science value. That is, more con-

vincing terms are clearly needed simply to describe recent changes in pro-

duction, including the trends I introduce in the chapters ahead: migratory

labor and churn, outsourcing’s bid culture, speed shooting and hyper-

production, the digital sweatshop, the director/producer as bible, mas-

culinized tools and worker masochism, gendered production space, indus-

trial contact zones, studio tracking boards and countertracking boards,

criticism as stealth marketing, branding as industrial viral practice, and the

collapsed workflow caused by the ‘‘di’’ (digital intermediate). Such con-
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preliminary utility for scholars in other fields, including cultural sociology

and the emerging field of ‘‘media anthropology,’’ as they turn toward con-

temporary film and television production as sites for ethnographic re-

search.∂≠ This recent turn toward cultural studies of industry builds on a

provocative set of earlier interventions that we would do well to reconsider.

The early scholarship on Hollywood that began in the 1940s with the

work of the sociologist Leo Rosten and the ethnographic anthropologist

Hortense Powdermaker established useful precedents for fieldwork and

methodologies focused on the film production culture in Los Angeles.∂∞ Yet

in the decades that followed their insights were largely disregarded by aca-

demics who showed greater interest in a wide range of mostly nonindustry

conceptions of cinema (film aesthetics, director studies, national cinemas,

film and culture, psychological aspects of film, film and ideology, etc.). This

nonindustrial inclination in film studies held until the early 1980s, when the

industry was ‘‘rediscovered’’ on two fronts: first, by historians using archival

methodologies; and second, by two books that directly took on the chal-

lenge of researching the lived cultures of contemporary Hollywood.∂≤ Horace

Newcomb and Robert Alley’s important book The Producer’s Medium and

Todd Gitlin’s Inside Primetime both appeared in 1983 and were based on

extensive interviewing with practitioners as well as fieldwork in Holly-

wood.∂≥ Yet the two books provide contrasting case studies in how academic

theory can inflect even interviews with very di√erent ideological meanings.

It is useful to compare the two books in terms of a methodological distinc-

tion that some anthropologists and linguists make in studying cultures.∂∂ By

synthesizing and intercutting numerous interviews together under the gen-

eral framework of cultural hegemony, Gitlin framed personal interview

disclosures as examples of how dominant culture manages and controls the

daily decisions made by film/television practitioners. In Gitlin’s approach,

cultural theory is deployed to decode and reinterpret local practices and

personal explanations as corporate expressions.

Newcomb and Alley’s approach, by contrast, shows greater deference to

the personal explanations and general propositions provided by their inter-

view subjects. Yet they too sketch out a theoretical scheme (albeit more

general than Gitlin’s hegemony model) to orient their interviews. New-

comb and Alley adapt Victor Turner’s more benign theory of ‘‘liminality,’’

which they use to explain the television producer’s role in helping to make
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While Gitlin’s producers negotiate and act out capitalist imperatives passed

down to industry via dominant cultural interests, Newcomb’s producers

essentially function as active participants and members of the American

mass audience. While my work uses negotiation of the sort that Gitlin

invokes, and adopts the notion of producers as cultural interpreters that

Newcomb proposes, I must explain worker activities as an outgrowth of

something less monolithic than a dominant capitalist system or macro-

scopic than a mass culture forum. One reason my approach is necessarily

more delimited and bounded than either Gitlin’s or Newcomb’s is that they

were examining industry executives during the height of the three-network

‘‘broadcasting’’ era when ‘‘least objectionable programming,’’ ‘‘average Niel-

sen families,’’ ‘‘economies of scale,’’ and a mass audience were realistic

industrial goals and assumptions of audiences and critics alike.

My analytical task, by comparison, is to make sense of film/video workers

who function as part of a very di√erent ‘‘postnetwork’’ industrial world

defined by di√erent tendencies and categories, notably ‘‘narrowcasting,’’

‘‘niche’’ demographics, ‘‘tiered’’ programming, ‘‘economies of scope,’’ in-

creasingly unstable business and labor relations, endless content ‘‘repurpos-

ing,’’ and seemingly endless ‘‘multichannel’’ and ‘‘multitasking’’ choices.

Because of the reduction in scope, splintering of tastes, shifting modes of

production, and technical instabilities characteristic of the later period, my

fieldwork must necessarily account for industry through narrower forms of

‘‘local culture.’’∂∏ The ‘‘one size fits all’’ aspirations of general or classical film

theory necessarily gives way here to something far more heterogeneous. In

the last decade, several important books explored new methods for research-

ing production in this same context.∂π Julie D’Acci, Herman Gray, Jostein

Gripsrud, Jane Shattuc, Amanda Lotz, and Elana Levine all further inte-

grated the critical interviewing mode of Newcomb, Alley, and Gitlin in

important directions by situating the insights of producers within various

theoretical, textual, social, and historical contexts.∂∫ Elizabeth Traube, Barry

Dornfeld, Arlene Dávila, Laura Grindsta√, Vicki Mayer, and Georgina Born

in turn brought increasingly sophisticated methods from anthropology and

ethnography to study production.∂Ω In pursuing an integrated cultural-

industrial analysis of recent production trends, and given these precedents, I

have found particularly resonant the literature on the sociology of work and

organizations by Paul M. Hirsch, Howard Becker, Paul DiMaggio, Andrew
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constraint in organizations by James Ettema and D. Charles Whitney.∑∞

Studying what might be termed the ‘‘indigenous’’ interpretive frame-

works of local production cultures provides specific insights about how

individual filmmakers make aesthetic decisions, put theoretical ideas into

practice, and make critical distinctions in their job tasks and work worlds.

Even as I acknowledge the importance of valuing indigenous or lay theoriz-

ing, however, I resist deferring entirely to the local categories and aesthetic

paradigms of producers, at least as final guarantors of authenticity or mean-

ing. This latter possibility (a form of authority based on ‘‘naive’’ ethno-

graphic or journalistic deference) is no less problematic than what some

have attacked as the ‘‘naive’’ forms of textual analysis that film scholars have

traditionally favored due to disregard for media law, policy, and film/video

production methods.∑≤ Interviews with and statements by producers and

craftspeople in film can be conceptually rich, theoretically suggestive, and

culturally revealing, yet we should never lose sight of the fact that such

statements are almost always o√ered from some perspective of self interest,

promotion, and spin. That is, modern film and media companies are reso-

lutely proprietary in nature; they guard many internal processes and on-

screen content decisions possessively; they force employees to sign ‘‘non-

disclosure’’ and ‘‘confidentiality agreements’’; and their employees usually

only enter the public world and trades as opportunities to hype projects in

development or distribution or to fuel pr campaigns and marketing initia-

tives.∑≥ Going to industry to ‘‘get it right’’ is valuable to a certain point, but

such an approach fails unless we see and consider such expressions as em-

bedded within broader cultural commitments, economies, and industrial

traditions that in turn inflect and transpose those very expressions.

Understanding production talk as cultural sense making and self-eth-

nography requires more carefully and comprehensively considering the

practices, expressions, and self-representations of producers, crew members,

and technicians. In the next few pages I introduce how reflexive talk by

these workers can be viewed as rich, coded, cultural self-portraits. In the

subsequent section I play devil’s advocate by considering what insights mere

industrial artifacts (‘‘deep texts’’) can provide that explicit explanations

(‘‘trade talk’’) largely circumvent.
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INDUSTRY’S SELF-THEORIZING TALK

Production ‘‘insiders’’ predictably di√er in the way they explain and theorize

their film/video production work. As the cinematographer Michael Chap-

man, asc, states bluntly: ‘‘The cinematographer’s job is to tell people where

to look.’’ Garret Brown, dp and the inventor of the Steadicam, however, is

more expansive: ‘‘Why move the camera? The reasons range from the very

most primitive (the simple 3-D e√ect) to the most absurdly complex (inter-

secting dramatic, kinetic, psychological and optical possibilities).’’∑∂ Variety,
however, takes a more businesslike approach: ‘‘Studios increasingly need

specialty labels to guarantee a supply of original and sometimes kudo-worthy

work, particularly at a time when tent-pole and franchise pics have become

their new bread-and-butter. . . . When [company founder] Schamus isn’t

writing and producing, he’s a Columbia University professor known for his

classes on film theory and what he calls ‘no-budget’ production.’’∑∑ The first

cinematographer evokes a fairly common view among practitioners: that

production is task oriented and nontheoretical. The second cinematogra-

pher, by contrast, suggests that even camera design—with its machine user-

interface as a psychological/theoretical nexus—is as complex as anything

from high theory in the academy. The third account describes the function of

film theory in film marketing and explains the economic logic and theoret-

ical background (that is, ‘‘high theory/low budget’’) of the new feature art-

film specialty division of the multinational Universal Studios. Another film-

maker, dp Michael Grady, deftly theorizes how his complicated technical

approach to exposure control, emulsion engineering, and lab chemistry

follows logically from his ‘‘experimental’’ film aesthetic derived from Wong

Kar-Wai, Michael Mann, and Martin Scorsese.∑∏ Despite their apparent

di√erences, all of these accounts raise the issue of theoretical competence as a

factor in the making of contemporary movies. These habitual explanations

suggest that we should ask how self-theorizing is being used to make creative

and technical decisions on the set and within production organizations. Such

questions must be asked vis-à-vis very specific modes of production.

Managing or soliciting the input of writers and producers over the course

of twenty-four or thirty-six television episodes, for example, is always ul-

timately subsumed under the shadow of the person at top. In October 2003

I spoke with Jon Cassar, producer/director of the hit Fox Network televi-

sion series 24. Filmed dramatic series on television have, like sitcoms, tradi-
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with all of the essential narrative details about characters and plots com-

bined in a bound typewritten booklet called the series ‘‘bible.’’ Newer series

like 24 and The Shield and Boomtown, however, are more stylish, frenetic,

and highly cinematic than both sitcoms and the traditional hour-long dra-

mas of the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. Because these shows are shot, directed,

and edited like contemporary feature films, the status and authority of the

series bible has shifted. At one point in my interview with Cassar the

following exchange took place:

CALDWELL: Writers of series television have always had ‘‘bibles’’ to serve as

blueprints or lexicons, from which all future scripts are developed, as a way of

achieving consistency of tone and point of view. How is the look of these

(newer) series established and maintained from a postproduction perspective?

I assume that is a very important part of both The Shield and 24—to establish a

style of editing to carry through the entire series.

CASSAR: Well I think you have the human bible. The producer/director, that’s

on the show. Like Scott is. Like I am. That’s on the show for the whole

duration. So you’re the one that keeps that all constant. You’re the one that

talks to all the new directors. You’re the one that makes sure they all under-

stand the style. And you will oversee all of that. And in my case that will go all

the way through the mix. Including sound spotting and music spotting. So

you become that person in a way. So there isn’t a written bible, but there’s me.

That’s my job. I have to make sure everyone understands what we do.’’∑π

When Cassar asserts that he—rather than a written text—is ‘‘the human

bible’’ for the entire filmed series, he has in e√ect ‘‘embodied’’ the artistic

work of hundreds of professionals in the crew and studio. But he has also

described an industrial practice that has been largely unrecognized by aca-

demic media studies scholars. Newcomb and Alley were among the first to

have recognized that it is the ‘‘writer/producer’’ (usually the executive pro-

ducer) in prime-time television who functions as ‘‘auteur.’’ This stands in

stark contrast to film, where the director has always assumed (at least sym-

bolically and publicly) the position of author. Newcomb and Alley’s concep-

tion still holds true in much of television (sitcoms in particular). But a great

deal has changed stylistically, economically, and technologically since the

network era that Newcomb and Alley described. Jon Cassar does not write

for the series 24. Nor does Scott Brazil write for The Shield. Yet the intensive
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An onscreen struggle over authorship is staged by NBC,
when three levels of filmic reality (and their film crews) collide
in self-analysis and in deconstruction of the series Homicide.
This episode, which aired on January 3, 1997, was directed
by Barbara Kopple and produced by Barry Levinson.
Composite photos of video frames by J. Caldwell

cinematic demands, frantic shooting schedules, high production values,

and the need to maintain consistency of look and narrative texture across

sixteen or twenty-four di√erent episodes per year (written by dozens of

di√erent writers and directed by many di√erent episode directors) has lead

to a new authorial function: the series ‘‘producer/director.’’ Practitioners

argue and rationalize that the written template is no longer su≈cient to

guarantee stylistic integrity throughout a series. Especially in shows defined

by manic style, frenetic editing, and complicated storytelling, the director/

producer has emerged as a defining site of artistic authority in current

industrial practice. This is but one example of how explicit industrial the-

orizing describes pervasive film practices and changes in production, of

which academic theorists have been largely unaware.

Industrial self-theorizing, of the sort Jon Cassar and Scott Brazil practice,

disregards many of the fundamental principles on which scholars judge and
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traditions or contemporary revisions—have tended to value theoretical argu-

ments based on their e√ectiveness at being systematic, logical, and/or con-

vincing in accounting for how film/media works or means. And while the

field of film theory has developed from early forms of impressionistic engage-

ment to rigid scientistic analysis to totalizing ideological models and finally

to more modest interventions, most industrial self-theorizing practices sel-

dom live or die by their systematicity, detail, logic, or comprehensiveness.

Instead, practitioners theorize in practice—that is, at work, in trade narra-

tives and professional interactions—in a very di√erent manner. The produc-

tion world’s self-theorizing disposition can be characterized in six ways:

instrumental and inductive, ecumenical and eclectic, unintentional and

e√acing, reductive and proprietary, real-time or preemptive, and common-

sensical. From this perspective, industrial critical practices can be usefully

considered not simply as social postures but as cultural performances as well.

The attitude or demeanor of industrial self-theorizing in socio-profes-

sional situations frequently combines contradictory or competing impulses.

For example, when production is explained publicly, practitioners usually

speak from an instrumental and inductive perspective. While overtly sus-

picious of contemporary or ideological academic theory, for example, many

screenwriters will fully embrace and acknowledge Aristotle’s Poetics, Lajos

Egri’s theory of story structure, Joseph Campbell’s myth theory, and Jung’s

archetypalism to explain their work or screenplays in general. This is be-

cause such philosophical sources ‘‘work.’’ Such theorizing functions instru-

mentally because it provides a logic to the daily writing practice and fits a

long-standing (and financially proven) industrial mode of production. Most

screenwriters will say that good screenplays aren’t good because they illus-

trate Aristotle, Egri, or Campbell. Instead, working writers presuppose that

Aristotle, Egri, Campbell, and successful contemporary screenwriters recog-

nize and describe properties of narrative that are universal in nature. Theory

(with a capital ‘‘T’’) gives way here to the assumption that writers are

dealing with a kind of ‘‘natural law’’—but it is a form of narrative theorizing,

nevertheless. This kind of old school or traditional theorizing practice has

been fully incorporated into studio and network story departments, script

doctoring, and the wga, so much so that it is now relegated and categorized

as ‘‘common sense’’ rather than critical theory.

Industrial self-theorizing and sense making are also ecumenical and
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Haskell Wexler, ASC, lights a set, demonstrates a look, and directs a camera crew. Production talk
and work protocols like these follow historic conventions that can be understood as ‘‘fully
embedded’’ cultural texts and practices. Los Angeles, 1997. Photo © J. Caldwell.

eclectic. Film editors may work hard careerwise to develop individual styles

(usually based on the conscious appreciation of specific filmmakers, film

historical traditions, or cinema aesthetics). Yet in terms of the production

choices they’ve made they will also respond to questions in public by saying

that they are open to any and all ‘‘solutions’’ that happen to work to solve a

given production problem. Production workers tend to be ecumenical in

that they are willing to use any solution (any aesthetic tradition or theoret-

ical perspective) as long as it provides a tool to overcome some obstacle or a

key that fits the film. Cinematographers will do the same thing when

employing or choosing from among camera or lighting technologies. Each

technology brings its own aesthetic possibilities, and dps choose among

these alternatives when confronting the unique lighting and exposure con-

straints of each location. Essentially cinematographers, camera operators,

and editors must of necessity be versatile and hybrid theorizers, ones that

never prejudge the look of a production. This is because they are required to

work to render someone else’s vision (a director’s); they approach each

location or set inductively and from the ground up (even if they’ve had a

rough plan in preproduction); and they must be able to choose from an

extensive set of otherwise competing aesthetic traditions (film noir, mon-

tage, expressionism, the mtv style, Rembrandt lighting, neorealism, etc.) to

achieve their ends.
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tional and e√acing. Below-the-line workers seldom talk of imposing their

will or vision upon filmed material or the footage they’ve been given. Con-

sider one editor’s description of an increasingly overwhelming postproduc-

tion process now in vogue with fast-paced prime-time dramas:

CALDWELL: With the new (frantic) editing styles, do you try to get more, or

less ‘‘coverage’’ during a shoot? I’m curious about shooting ratios for example?

SCOTT POWELL: I’ve never received this much footage in a show. Or paid less

attention to the script. We go through and read the film. And we do a lot of

rewriting after it is shot. Yeah, it’s a challenge. It’s a lot to go through.’’∑∫

Powell here describes a process in which the filmed scenes and footage

impose their will on postproduction workers. The key to this process is

e√ectively ‘‘reading’’ or formally and critically analyzing the film, and then

responding with editing decisions that are appropriate to the material in the

can. When Powell talks of ‘‘rewriting’’ the film he does not mean relying on,

rendering, or deferring to an original script (or the writer’s vision). He refers

instead to building a film organically from the filmed footage at hand,

which is only generally informed by one of 24 ’s episodic scripts. Even

prestigious film editors like Powell refuse to discuss their specialty as a

preconceived art form; they sometimes refer to it as craft, but frequently

discuss it as a very unremarkable form of physical work. A few celebrated

cinematographers, like Vittorio Storaro, when given the opportunity write

and speak overtly, expansively, and in detail about the theoretical concerns

(including psychoanalysis, color theory, and cognition) behind lighting and

moving image making. Yet these few influential ‘‘aesthetes’’ are far from the

norm for the vast majority of cinematographers or members of the camera

union. The director of photography Steve Burum draws out what he con-

siders to be one of the most important characteristics of cinematographers:

‘‘They learned together, and they developed this technique, and they in-

vented this equipment. Everything that you see on a camera was invented

by a cameraman, because he needed to do something, and he didn’t know

how to do it. And they had these machine shops and they would just

fabricate the stu√.’’∑Ω

Burum acknowledges a degree of initial ignorance on the part of camera-

men, but he is clearly unapologetic about it. Rather, from his perspective

this status gives the cameraman a clean slate from which to see, engage, and
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a process of physical problem solving based on the obligatory need to

overcome production obstacles. Burum’s view is an update of the adage that

‘‘necessity is the mother of invention’’ (and innovation), and it contributes

to one of the dominant poses among below-the-line film/video workers.

Above-the-line creative personnel (producers and directors in particular)

pose with greater variation in sense of purpose. Their position of authority

and relative autonomy at the top of the production labor pyramid gives

them greater license to claim creative agency and credit for themselves. Even

though feature film and prime-time production involves hundreds of spe-

cialists working collectively, retrospective or public comments by individual

producers and directors about a given production will occasionally claim

sole responsibility for the success of a film (however, no one tends to take

responsibility in public for films that are failures or flops).∏≠ Yet many others

have learned the traps of egotism and the pragmatic value of more carefully

distributing artistic credit in public demonstrations of deference.∏∞

Industrial self-theorizing and sense making are reductive and proprie-
tary. No matter how complicated, intimidating, or overwhelming the

behind-the-scenes picture of a studio back lot or a computer-generated

imagery (cgi) e√ects department may appear in a making-of, the dvds that

include such things will typically explain or reduce the whole undertaking

using fairly archaic notions linked, for example, to the persistence and

playful ‘‘magic’’ of artists and medieval alchemists. Industrial Light and

Magic (ilm), pdi, and Pixar corporations employ legions of workers, in-

cluding digital artists, programmers, and computer scientists. Yet behind-

the-scenes genres that highlight these companies gain little by explaining

the studio’s on-screen success as the result of workers possessing technical or

computer engineering degrees. After all, such expertise is available to any

corporation that chooses to hire engineers or technicians. Disney was

among the first to have mastered the use of behind-the-scenes shorts and

making-ofs in the 1950s as part of its film/tv multimedia studio, as Chris

Anderson has shown.∏≤ True to its origins at Disney five decades earlier,

making-ofs about Pixar, pdi, and ilm (or those broadcast on the Sci-Fi

Channel, Bravo, or amc) tend to mimic the genre structure pioneered by

Disney. For example, making-ofs about special e√ects in a summer block-

buster will typically establish an educational and scientific discourse early

on in the episode, thus giving viewers a ‘‘special’’ glimpse of the high
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Technologies also function as loaded cultural artifacts. While the interface design and use of
production tools are ‘‘fully embedded’’ within production culture, staged demonstrations for
other technicians (like this one, featuring Cirque de Soleil aerial performers), also function as
‘‘semiembedded’’ practices. Through trial technical demonstrations, proprietary technologies
stimulate ‘‘imagined worlds’’ for potential users: here, ‘‘Super-Technocrane.’’ Los Angeles, 2001.
Photo © J. Caldwell.

technology and scientific wonders housed at the company. This educational

and futuristic discourse tends to change when the same making-ofs subse-

quently explain such wonders not as the result of high-tech science but

rather of a cadre of hard-working but caring techs and geeks who are, the

viewer is led to believe, actually talented artists driven by intuition and

personal vision. Among other things, this generic formula—where sci-tech

morphs into artistic vision through sleight of hand—helps ‘‘brand’’ Pixar,

pdi, and ilm as unique sites of personal innovation. Such e√ects companies

represent themselves as forward-thinking, visionary boutiques; places where

distinctive personalities and proprietary imaging skills are made available to

clients (and audiences) who chose to pay for, watch, or invest in their

services.

Industrial self-theorizing and sense making are also preemptive or real-
time. Unlike academic theory, which somehow manages to agree on a loose

but de facto canon of films and issues (which it uses as the basis for theoret-

ical deliberation), contemporary industrial theorizing frequently unfolds

even as or before a given film or television show screens or airs. Vaporware

helps explain why this happens in some instances.∏≥ But this preemptive

temporal tendency is also because almost all of the low industrial theorizing
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marketing campaigns. Since in American television almost 80 percent of all

new shows fail and are canceled each year (low ratings), and films fare little

better (uneven box o≈ce receipts), advance rhetoric and deliberation about

the significance, origins, audience prospects, stylistic approach, director’s

background and intentions, and use of technology typically flood the trade

sphere and now the blogosphere, months before the forthcoming film or

television show ever appears in public. Hyperbolic arguments like the fol-

lowing are commonplace in production company press kits: ‘‘This is possi-

bly the most advanced production metaphor to hit our industry since David

Wark Gri≈th decided it might be nice to move the camera. . . . With a

techno-panorama of 30 screens displaying camera image, computer ele-

ments, or control interfaces, the view at the location (of the shoot) becomes

a cacophony of components that contribute to a greater whole. . . . The new

technologies have a learning curve that not only includes lots of new equip-

ment and personnel, but an entire new glossary that everyone needs to be

familiar with.’’∏∂

The ambitious historiographic claims made in this industrial text are

formidable: a mere commercial spot produced in 2003 somehow displaces

D. W. Gri≈th as the architect of a fundamentally new cinematic technique.

Additionally, all filmmakers will now apparently have to reckon with and

adjust to this ‘‘breakthrough,’’ given the new technological and formal

standards that have resulted. In addition, the ‘‘tropes’’ and forms of figura-

tion used in this press kit are recognizable to film theorists and scholars: an

‘‘entirely new’’ film ‘‘glossary’’ has been developed; and a fully ‘‘immersive’’

visual experience is now ostensibly available for audiences. This production

executive at a regional hd (high-definition) production house spins these

ambitious theoretical claims to describe his company’s recent commercial

production (entitled ‘‘Red Riding Hood’’). Even before the spot airs, there-

fore, preemptive theoretical arguments touting these cinematic break-

throughs (along with photos proving the distinction) circulate in the post-

production trades.

Personal disclosures by film workers in public tend to be deferential,

e√aced, and modest. Self-theorizing claims in the printed trade press, on the

other hand, tend to be fueled by more acutely partisan marketing and

advertising goals. Industry public relations writers occasionally refer (usu-

ally o√ the record) to writing for trade magazines as a form of prostitution
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prestigious publications) are merely hastily reauthored company press re-

leases. Other industry public relations writers specialize in ‘‘planting’’ faux

articles in the lesser video production trades (this is more likely to happen in

fairly narrow specialty trades like Video Systems than in more prestigious

industry-wide publications like Variety ). Trade editors regularly accept such

‘‘articles’’ if they include lists of general ‘‘tips’’ for doing things better in the

production specialization. Yet this form of ‘‘helpful,’’ but stealthy, writing in

the trades usually conceals some vested interest. A company’s new program-

ming language, computer code, or proprietary technology, for example,

may be presupposed or legitimized by the ‘‘helpful’’ suggestion list being

o√ered to the field at large. Following through on the suggestion contained

in a stealth trade article may require a practitioner/reader to purchase a

‘‘third party’’ company’s proprietary technology, which is subtly presup-

posed or required by the trade article’s technique tip in question.∏∏

Finally, industrial film/video self-theorizing and sense making are com-
monsensical. Production personnel frequently hesitate to admit or assert that

their film or creative project has intellectual or cultural significance, or that

it participates in a broader theoretical dialogue outside of industry. Even

though production personnel may speak at length about filmic form, the

production process, how the film works, and even how they see the film

related to culture and societal trends they generally will not go to extratex-

tual ends (like scholars) to explain or justify what they’ve done. One director

I spoke to, however, implicitly o√ers rather sophisticated theorizing about

audience engagement and interactivity:

CALDWELL: Have . . . you thought about how this kind of frantic editing and

production style (in 24 ) is analogous to the de facto ‘‘editing’’ that viewers now

do when they ‘‘surf ’’ from channel to channel with their remotes?

SCOTT BRAZIL: I know that my wife . . . will watch (a show) on Tivo. And I’ll

come upstairs. And suddenly, I’ll hear that, whatever that little tone is—dut,

dut, dut (if you don’t have Tivo, go buy it, it’s brilliant). And it’s in the middle

of a show and she’s zipping through a scene. And I’ll say ‘‘Why are you doing

that?’’ And she’ll say, ‘‘I really don’t like that character.’’ And then she goes to

where the next character appears that she’s interested in. And I think that that

is really interesting. She’s edited the show herself. To watch what is interesting

to you. It is scary (for a producer to see). That’s what we do.’’∏π
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Brazil’s comments embody many of the attitudes and postures of industrial

theorizing practice. His approach, I would argue, is profound and prag-

matic, grounded and speculative—and it connects the filmic form (some-

thing he creates professionally at the studio) with a provocative theory

(something he discerns from his marriage and home life) about how au-

diences work to customize texts through interactivity, resistant reading, and

home editing strategies. More than anything, though, Brazil’s insights are

presented as ‘‘common sense.’’ In this pragmatic process-driven inductive

approach to theorizing film form and e√ect, practitioners enact a kind of

theory that scholars like David Bordwell and Noel Carroll have called for—

namely, ‘‘middle-level theorizing’’ that is workmanlike, specific, delimited,

and local. In talking and visually representing film/television in this way to

themselves, practitioners assume a stance that some scholars might deem

‘‘theoretical modesty.’’∏∫ But to reduce this localism, inductive tendency,

and speculative modesty to the status of ‘‘mere’’ common sense (making it

unlike theory in status and intention) is to miss important similarities

between common sense and theory.∏Ω In analyzing the nature and cultural

function of common sense, Cli√ord Geertz is particularly vexed at anthro-

pologists—not because they tend to find and so a≈rm ‘‘complex’’ abilities in

‘‘primitives’’ but because they describe and force these abilities and be-

haviors into artificial categories imposed from the outside.π≠ Geertz rejects

artificial, a priori definitions of complex categories in analysis and also

describes how common sense presupposes the existence of a ‘‘preemptory

reality’’ that underscores the immediate availability of experience rather

than deliberated reflection upon it. Yet Geertz also describes a number of

the systematic characteristics and critical functions of common sense that

closely align with the properties found in production’s self-theorizing.π∞

Unfortunately, some media and film theorists have maintained a far

darker vision of common-sense making than did Geertz, and broadly pros-

ecuted common sense as the cultural breeding ground of ‘‘ideology.’’ Ac-

cording to this view, common sense naturalizes contradictions, normalizes

authority, and closes down debate about conflict and power.π≤ Such suspi-

cions make academics fairly cynical about the reasoning capacities of those

below them in the cultural hierarchy, including workers. Yet media workers

and scholars are not well served by this tired, dismissive caricature. Saying

that common sense is suspect is like saying that cognition is suspect: both
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be prescient, self-evident, and logical; a productive way to make sense of

things, whether through trade texts or trade talk. At other times, however,

trade artifacts betray and indict trade talk’s slippery origins in marketing

and spin, as I indicate in the next section.

DEEP TEXTS AND ARTIFACTS:

NBC 2000 AS SELF-THEORIZING

Many socio-professional behaviors and expressions in production culture

pose as pragmatic, functional, and ‘‘merely’’ commonsensical (mostly in

venues involving personal disclosure and interpersonal trade talk). At the

same time, however, an entirely di√erent set of symbolic artifacts show

film/video production cultures to be highly reflexive and self-consciously

organized around activities involving critical and aesthetic ‘‘interpretation’’

(a focus most evident in industrial icons, demos, and mediated forms). Fully

understanding production culture, therefore, means recognizing the indus-

try’s Janus-like stance or profile. On the one hand, face-to-face, verbal, and

ritualized forms of interaction tend to explain and legitimize the industry

and its practices in commonsense terms. On the other hand, mediated,

textualized, and produced forms of trade communication seem strongly

predisposed to critical analysis, metareflection, and generalizable (or more

theorylike) explanations about film/video.π≥

My approach to the coded and inflected nature of practitioner talk is to

consider it alongside a more systematic study of what I term the deep

industrial practices of film/video production. That is, practitioners con-

stantly dialogue and negotiate a series of questions that we traditionally

value as part of film studies—including questions about what film/video is,

how film/video works, how the viewer responds to film/video, and how

film/video reflects or forms culture. Yet filmmakers (as opposed to theorists)

seldom systematically elaborate on these questions in lengthy spoken or

written forms. Rather, this form of embedded theoretical ‘‘discussion’’ in the

work world takes place in and through the tools, machines, artifacts, ico-

nographies, working methods, professional rituals, and narratives that film

practitioners circulate and enact in film/video trade cultures and subcul-

tures. Rather than simply accepting and legitimizing a producer’s general-

izations from interviews about how film/television works or what it means,

such explanations should be grounded within the contexts of the material,
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Making-ofs are also produced for professional consumption. This corporate DVD can be ap-
proached as a Geertzian opportunity for ‘‘over the shoulder’’ observation of indigenous, corporate
critical theorizing, and it fits within a category of ‘‘semiembedded’’ or ‘‘publicly disclosed’’ deep
texts. 2001. Photo © J. Caldwell.

symbolic, and representational practices of production workers (see appen-

dix 1). ‘‘Looking over the shoulder’’ of crew members—by analyzing the

deep texts, demos, machines, and artifacts that they circulate among them-

selves—frequently o√ers insights considerably more complex than ‘‘direct’’

production worker talk.

One example of embedded industrial reflexivity in particular—namely,

deep texts exchanged as part of a network ‘‘makeover’’ campaign—o√ers the

chance to test this methodological hunch and suspicion about direct trade

talk and foreshadows many of the themes of the book. Film and television

now invest considerable energy in behind-the-scenes disclosures among

professional workers, circulated as part of professional inter- and intra-

organizational communication. These industrial disclosures and exchanges

frequently involve forms of critical self-reference that are ‘‘mediatized’’ (pro-

duced in video, audio, digital, iconic, or technical formats or ritual interac-

tions). Industrial reflexivity in media form, intended for and circulated

among professionals, also regularly ‘‘leaks’’ into the on-screen world of

audiences and fans.π∂

In a provocative corporate videotape ‘‘demo’’ prepared to explain details
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rally their own a≈liate stations, employees, and advertisers by showcasing a

set of new theories that were intended to ‘‘reenergize’’ the network. The

nonbroadcast tape—used in network a≈liate meetings and advertising up-

fronts—begins confessionally with executives bemoaning the impact of the

viewer’s remote control, which regularly causes ‘‘25 percent dips in viewer-

ship between shows.’’ Then, in poignant images and sound bites, as inspira-

tional music fades up, the same execs describe seven categories in nbc’s new

‘‘value-added’’ on-screen viewing experience. The demo visually illustrates

each tactic with graphic ‘‘chapter’’ intertitles. The first strategy, titled nbc’s

‘‘Living Window,’’ inserts a graphic frame at the end of each series episode,

which shows behind-the-scenes footage from the production. The video

then previews a second tactic, namely ‘‘video diaries’’ made by stars like Will

Smith that the network calls ‘‘Backstage nbc.’’ The third strategy, ‘‘Classic

nbc Moments,’’ interjects historical archival footage at hour and half-hour

programming breaks, which are illustrated by black-and-white footage of a

young Michael Landon singing to a swooning female audience on the early

1960s show Hullabaloo. Melodramatic music swells up to underscore the

teary nostalgia of the moment. ‘‘Trivia,’’ the fourth reflexive strategy an-

nounced by nbc management to its industrial partners, provides short

game-show-like doses of ‘‘interesting facts’’ about the network. The demo

exemplifies this with questions about which tv stars (‘‘Jay Leno,’’ ‘‘Mary

Tyler Moore,’’ etc.) had appeared as phone-in guests on nbc’s hit show

Frasier. The fifth strategy dramatized on the video, termed ‘‘Special Events,’’

showcases a montage of historical Olympic coverage produced by nbc

decades earlier. This device provides the trade, audience with opportunities

for chest-thumping nationalism as part of the network brand.

‘‘Flow,’’ the sixth illustrated chapter theorized in the corporate campaign

tape, includes a self-righteous but suspect summarizing claim by one 1994

nbc executive: ‘‘Well, we have created flow.’’ The nbc exec is apparently

unaware of the academic Raymond Williams’s formulation of flow in 1974.

More remarkably, he is also apparently ignorant of his own network’s inven-

tion and implementation of ‘‘flow’’ programming practices by the nbc presi-

dent Pat Weaver in the early 1950s.π∑ The seventh and final reflexive stra-

tegy of the makeover campaign outlined on the demo is termed ‘‘Impact.’’

Footage of grateful a≈liate stations follows in this section, thanking the

network for allowing them to ‘‘participate’’ in the parent corporation’s sweep-
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President Warren Littlefield tells
affiliates that the network’s
‘‘makeover’’ campaign was as
important for NBC’s success as
their top-rated series ER. In
explaining the secrets of NBC’s
new ‘‘seamless’’ programming
strategy, executive vice president
John Miller, unaware of Raymond
Williams’s theorization of ‘‘flow’’
in 1974 or President Pat Weaver’s
own invention of flow program-
ming strategy at NBC in the early
1950s, claims the innovation as
his own in 1994–95 corporate
video: ‘‘We’ve created flow.’’
Composite photos of video frames
by J. Caldwell.

ing nation-wide changes. A montage of thank-you letters from the heart-

land heaps e√usive praise by local broadcasters on nbc and its branders. To

drive home the point, in a move either ignorant of or in calculated denial

about competitor mtv /Viacom’s industry-recognized, critically acclaimed

fifteen-year innovative success in branding, the ‘‘Impact’’ chapter concludes

when an nbc executive returns to the screen to state: ‘‘We’ve created a

personality that’s never been a part of a network before.’’ Warren Littlefield,

nbc president, then drives home the hyperbole: ‘‘Was E/R an important

part of the 1994–1995 season? You bet. But so was nbc 2000.’’ Music up.

Fade to black. In this odd, mediated executive summary—essentially an

internal on-screen marketing campaign—the network awards nbc’s corpo-

rate self-analysis of televisual flow and identity with the same marquee

status as nbc’s own Emmy-winning A-list dramatic programming.

Intended to lure distracted, channel-surfing viewers back to the network,

the seven on-screen strategies of obsessive self-reference theorized by execu-

tives fueled nbc’s promotional activities in the mid-1990s. Ironically, many

viewers who left to graze on cable channels elsewhere did so with com-

plaints that the ‘‘ad clutter’’ had simply gotten too overwhelming on the

traditional broadcast networks like nbc. The corporation’s counterintuitive
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The 1995 makeover videotape NBC
2000 served as a theoretical primer
outlining numerous strategies for
making interstitial material ‘‘entertain-
ment content.’’ This included ‘‘hot-
starts’’ between shows, ‘‘trivia’’
contests, ‘‘backstage diaries,’’ nostalgic
‘‘classic moments’’ from NBC archive
footage (here, Michael Landon sings on
Hullabaloo in 1962), and marketing
‘‘feedback’’ raving about the exciting
ways that the makeover would
‘‘rebuild’’ the nationwide family of
affiliates (lower right). Composite
photos of video frames by J. Caldwell.

response? With its network makeover, nbc simply jammed more and more

information and ‘‘entertainment content’’ into smaller and smaller blocks of

interstitial programming space. Shows now started ‘‘hot’’—that is, simulta-

neous with the end of the preceding show. As a result, the final minutes of

each ending and transition became graphically dense to the point of illegi-

bility. End titles were squeezed and extruded into high-speed microscopic

credit rolls—which angered production workers industrywide. Meanwhile,

the newly keyed-in secondary promotional content supposedly ‘‘enter-

tained’’ viewers during the blurred transition. In the new scheme, each

show morphed with the one that followed, and both were glued together

into an amalgam of network minutiae, nostalgia, fragmented making-ofs,

fan surveys, frenetic graphics, archival finds, and inspirational shtick. nbc

had apparently overdosed on self-referentiality. The dense, textual, market-

ing cloud that resulted each evening in prime time merely guaranteed that

no discernable breaks remained in which viewers could switch to another
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Reflexive films/series follow an institutional logic, as NBC/
Homicide exploits on-screen deconstruction for critical
distinction and exploitation by local affiliate broadcasters.
Fictional scenes in one episode interrogate the nature and
limits of the ‘‘art vs. reality’’ conundrum, while both the
episode and the ‘‘News at 11’’ that follows consciously
interrogate the contradictions of documentary and genre
theory—as local and programming cross-promotional tie-ins.
Composite photos of video frames by J. Caldwell.

channel. Arguably, this on-screen gambit was less about intelligibility or

legibility of messages than it was an attempt to hijack and take on the

wearying channel-changing ‘‘work’’ of the viewer. Indeed, nbc now had

built audience-like, remote-control channel-changing behavior into the

network programming flow itself. Who needed to go elsewhere if channel

grazing was now ‘‘helpfully’’ prepackaged for the viewer, in-house and in

advance? The makeover demo, screened at a≈liate meetings and up-fronts,

analyzed and justified the on-screen overhaul for nbc’s anxious partners.

Critical self-theorizing stood front and center as a privileged corporate

activity.

While some scholarly attention has been paid to reflexive on-screen

textual practices in one broad category of public disclosure (behind-the-

scenes knowledge produced and distributed for audiences ), far less attention

has been directed to the second register of disclosure exemplified by nbc’s
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sionals ).π∏ In the first five chapters that follow I take on this latter regime of

internal industrial disclosure and reflexivity as the chapters’ primary focus.

Even the examples introduced thus far suggest that the very strategies pro-

moted by academic theorists as resistant forms of textual or on-screen ‘‘crit-

icism’’ may end up fulfilling fairly rudimentary branding (reflexivity), mar-

keting (intertextuality), and programming (deconstruction) functions in

the industry’s management, program development, and business sectors.ππ

FRAMEWORKS AND LIMITS

In the chapters that follow I pay considerable attention to how creative

workers use self-reference to make sense of industrial and technological

change; how critical reflexivity adds value to and sanctions contemporary

post-Fordist industrial practices; and how reflexivity promotes flexibility

and responsiveness in new forms of media conglomeration. Yet in these

same chapters I do not generally push beyond cultural, economic, and

institutional analysis and perspectives in order to consider more speculative,

philosophical questions.π∫ Especially important in this regard are questions

about how unique or distinctive these kinds of industrial reflexivity are to

film and television; whether other industries and sectors share, teach, or

learn these practices from Hollywood; and how or whether industrial reflex-

ivity in U.S. film and television production can be situated within broader

historical, intellectual, and cultural shifts in the late twentieth century and

early twenty-first.πΩ Anthony Giddens puts forth a major argument about

the importance and centrality of reflexivity in late modernity and the age of

globalization.∫≠ For Giddens this late modern condition means that human

subjects are required to and (in many cases) now able to master ‘‘self-

monitoring’’ activities in order to function e√ectively. But whereas Giddens

poses reflexivity as a more general condition involving the idea of a tradi-

tionally unified subject, the industrial reflexivity I examine in this book is

not so easily explained as a symptom of a general human or historical

condition. Nor is industrial reflexivity solely an outcome of comparably

generalizing theories of self-reference. Michel Foucault’s theory of self-

disciplining as a response to widespread societal surveillance, for example,

or Christopher Lasch’s theory of cultural narcissism, like Giddens’s gener-

alizing approach, both make self-reference a deleterious outcome generated
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The multichannel spectrum is loaded with metacritical programming in which the industry proudly
opens itself up for public consumption (here, exposés, behind-the-scenes programs, critical
debates about film, reality series about film school, and shows deconstructing TV. Composite
photograph by J. Caldwell.

by sociopolitical forces.∫∞ Angela McRobbie challenges Giddens’s general

concept by forcing it to speak to actual sociological conditions through

ethnographies of highly specialized cultural work sectors (like fashion and

club culture).∫≤ The sorts of task velocity, client churn, and employee mo-

bility that I encountered over the last decade in Hollywood characterize

these other sectors as well. McRobbie shows that the cultural logic and

semiotic economy of new flexible artistic labor extends far from the sound-

stages, television studios, and edit suites of Hollywood. Like Andrew Ross,

McRobbie traces out the sometimes-alienating logic of the new flexible

cultural industries, which oversell the notion of gratifying labor, career

mobility, democratic management, and workaholism as creative forms of

self-fulfillment.∫≥

Unlike the creative industries in New York and London that Ross and

McRobbie analyze, however, film and television production in Los Angeles

continues to survive with less volatility and relatively more predictability

than either dot-com or club cultures. This relative predictability follows
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taining very old forms of Fordist industrial predictability: a massive union-

ized workforce, a rationalized system of entitlements and inside dealing,

and the unique geographic agglomeration of local suppliers, producers, and

facilities that Allen Scott identifies.∫∂ On the other hand, Hollywood ex-

ploits very new forms of post-Fordism: diversity of tastes, heterogeneous

identities, artistic or niche narrowcasting, and cultural innovation as part of

a pervasive and edgy new multimedia experience economy. The industrial

inertia that results from this mix of normally divergent organizational

modes—geographic anchoring and industrial continuity alongside bound-

aryless cultural innovation—gives film and television their historic per-

sistence and cultural resilience. Unlike Giddens, Foucault, and Lasch, the

industrial reflexivity examined here appears to be not just an outcome but a

constituent of production culture’s input and output processes. Reflexivity,

in this book, emerges as part of both corporate macrostrategies and human

microstrategies. That is, reflexivity operates as a creative process involving

human agency and critical competence at the local cultural level as much as

a discursive process establishing power at the broader social level. This

mutual alignment may give film and television entertainment much of its

resilience, since the alliance synthesizes the gratifications of human creative

resistance with the excessive profitability of new forms of conglomeration.

The new conglomerates generate relatively little anxiety at national policy

levels because they have, apparently, mastered the responsiveness, nuance,

user-friendly demeanor and self-conscious textual sophistication charac-

teristic of very legitimate local cultural expressions.

In each chapter that follows I examine one discrete category of trade

communication and worker expression. The first two chapters examine

trade storytelling conventions among workers as a symptom of labor condi-

tions and then the ways that media corporations and trade associations

organize space culturally across labor and craft divisions. Chapters 3 and 4

focus on ‘‘below-the-line’’ work sectors and consider how trade imagery,

equipment iconography, demo tapes, and technologies function as cultural

representations and as components of ‘‘imagined communities.’’ Chapters 5

and 6 analyze cultural practices in the ‘‘above-the-line’’ worlds of producers,

directors, and studio and network executives, with a particular interest in

how new practices of writing by committee, mentoring, networking, and

branding fuel and manage the instabilities of these worlds. Finally, chapter 7
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Viral marketing as prime-time
programming: online solicitation
invites fans to interactively ‘‘interview’’
for a job with Entourage ’s manic on-
screen agent Ari. Photo of HBO poster
in West Hollywood, J. Caldwell, 2006.

builds on the insights of close technological, sociological, and cultural anal-

ysis in the preceding studies to consider how these industrial conditions

predispose film/television to certain forms of ‘‘flexible’’ on-screen content.

The concluding studies are especially focused on how economic conditions,

repurposing strategies, digital technologies, and the dvd have made pro-

duction, distribution, and marketing a unified ‘‘viral’’ process driven by

reflexivity.

The industry now constantly speaks to itself about itself, sometimes in

public. It also makes these dialogues and debates available in various multi-

media formats. Some of these reflexive artifacts and deep texts are intended

only for the closed world of the studio or edit suite; others are ostensibly in-

tended to allow viewers access to the ‘‘inside’’ of the industry and the produc-

tion process. But this trend is clearly not just a ‘‘top-down’’ process either. Yes,

corporations now make film knowledge, general aesthetic speculation, and

critical analysis parts of their consumer media products, viewing experience,

and marketing campaigns. But practitioners and artisans also produce and cir-

culate deep critical texts among themselves, and they do so for very di√erent

reasons than companies tiered lucratively inside of the giant conglomerates.
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kingdom’’ of Hollywood. As a genre, popular behind-the-scenes tomes are

obliged to promise and deliver an insider’s pose. Yet no singular secret or

governing principle to ‘‘the business’’ can possibly exist. Production cultures

are far too messy, vast, and contested to provide a unified code—to either

job aspirants or scholars—for breaching its walls. Given this metaphor, I’ve

aimed my sites closer to the ground by seeking instead to better understand

the industrial masonry, cultural textures, and social mortar used to shore up

the walls and carefully guarded portals surrounding the industry’s center.

Interestingly, this behind-the-scenes shoring of mystique proves to be every

bit as important for film and television workers as it does for their au-

diences. And that is an important part of the story in the chapters that

follow.


